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Be a Lifesaver!

Bee Sting
Junior is out weed -eating around trees

when all of a sudden, he bumps a bee hive. Next
thing you know, he's been stung. Bees, though
very small, can be deadly little bastards to the wrong person.
The first step is to find out if the person is allergic to bee stings
or not. If so, have him lie down and administer an antihista-
mine if one is available and seek medical attention as soon as

Basic
Medical

Procedures
You S au

ow
A bee sting) a heart attack) a severe laceration)
a person choking) heat stroke) a lighting strike or
drowning victim. You don)t think of these things
when you )re sitting at your desk in the morn-
ing drinking the Java and planning the day)s
agenda. How would you handle anyone of
these incidents? After completing several months)
worth of research) I am going to share with you the
basic medical procedures and equipment available to
help you be a lifesaver in someone)s moment
of need.
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possible. Whether the vICtIm is
allergic or not, the proper way to
remove a stinger is with an out-
ward scraping motion; pinching
the stinger with tweezers or your
fingernails is not recommended as
this will only inject more venom
into the victim.

Once you have removed the
stinger, apply a cold wet cloth or,
if you have a first aid kit, you will
usually find that it contains a med-
icated pad for stings. This will
keep the swelling down and help
ease the pain and itching.
Throughout the process, watch
for any signs of shock that may
occur. If the victim should go into
shock, keep him/her calm and
elevate the legs to a height of
about 18 inches.

Choking
You have a strange new dis-

ease on your greens and you can't
figure out what it is. So what do
you do? You call the Dirt Doctor.
He starts to smell and taste the
soil, and before you know it, he
starts to choke on a mud ball.
Now what do you do?

The only safe way to remove
this type of object is for the victim

to cough it up himself. If this fails,
routine procedure used to advise
that if you can see the object,
remove it with your fingers. This
is no longer advised because the
victim can go into convulsions
and bite your fingers off, or you
can push the object farther down
the windpipe. The Heimlich
maneuver is the recommended

procedure and this is performed as
follows: stand behind the victim
and place the thumb side of your
fist against the abdomen above
the navel but below the breast-
bone. Then grab your fist with
your other hand and press into the
abdomen with four quick upward
thrusts and repeat as necessary.
The victim should be examined by
a doctor as soon as possible.

If you are by yourself chok-
ing, or if you are assisting a very
large individual and you can't get
your arms around him or her, look
for the nearest chair with a back
on it. Lean yourself or the large
individual over the back of the
chair with the back located in the
same position you would place
your fists and then proceed with
the upward thrusts.

Severe Laceration
Sticking your fingers in a cut-

ting unit with the mower still on,
bottles around a hot tub or care-
lessness with a chainsaw will
usually lead to a severe laceration.
The first thing you want to do is
keep the victim calm and in a

(continued on page 17)
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mon occurrence.
It)s obvious that the
first thing you want
to do is to cool the
body down to a
temperature of at
least 102 degrees.
The use of fans,
cold wet rags or
an air conditioner
will help achieve
this.

(continued on page 18)

tiple victims are struck by light-
ning, approach the situation using
reverse triage, which means attend
to the unconscious people first
and then proceed with the follow-
ing. Evacuate yourself and the
victim to a place of safety. Despite
popular belief, lightning can strike
in the same place twice. When
transporting the victim to a safe
place, brace the head and the
neck, as a spinal cord injury may
have occurred. Once in a safe
place, evaluate the ABCs of car-
diopulmonary resuscitation (see
page 18). If you have determined
that CPR is necessary, continue
CPR until paramedics arrive.
Defibrillate as needed if you have
access to an AED.

During hot weather,
heat stoke is a com-

Lightning Strike
Jim, Oscar and Chuck are

out playing the round of their
lives when all of the sudden a
storm comes out of nowhere.
Instead of retiring to safety, they
decide to keep on playing. If mul-

Heat Stroke
Dave is a "real" man who

doesn't believe in drinking plenty
of water on hot summer days.
Instead, he opts to drink his liquid
version of hops and barley. During
hot weather, heat stoke is a com-
mon occurrence. It's obvious that
the first thing you want to do is to
cool the body down to a tempera-
ture of at least 102 degrees. The
use of fans, cold wet rags or an air
conditioner will help achieve this.
Once the temperature has gone
down, discontinue cold applica-
tions for about 10 minutes. If
temperature begins to increase,
continue cold applications until
medical assistance arrives.

• = Pressure Point

If the bleeding does not slow
down, apply pressure with your fin-
gers and thumb to the pressure
point of the artery supplying the
wound (see pressure points dia-
gram). If bleeding still persists, tie a
piece of cloth over the bandage and
continue to apply pressure to the
pressure point. If the victim has lost
a large amount of blood (a can of
Guinness or one pint), the victim
may begin to feel faint, cold or look
pale. If this should occur, elevate
the legs from the hips; if it's a head
wound, elevate the head to keep the
blood flowing towards the heart.
While waiting for assistance, keep
checking the pulse and breathing
and be prepared to start CPR.

Basic 1\lccliGll Proccdurcs You Should Kllow (continued from page 15)

comfortable position. When the
victim is feeling no pain (as in an
incident I witnessed awhile
BACK, pun intended), this is rela-
tively easy to achieve. You then
want to elevate the wounded area
to reduce bleeding and cover the
wound with a gauze pad or some
other clean material. Apply firm,
continuous, direct pressure with
the palm of your hand. If the
blood soaks through the first pad,
place additional pads over the
wound. Never remove the first
pad, as this will only prevent the
blood from clotting.
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Basic Meciical Procedures You Silould Know (continued from page 17)

• TOP DRESSING SAND
• BUNKER SAND
• PEA GRAVEL
• BOULDERS & RIP RAP
• ALL GOLF COURSE AGGREGATES

Call
Richard E. Mika

(773) 374-2303
(847) 228-9607
(219) 938-7020

Heart Attack
All of Red's years of smoking

and drinking have caught up with
him as he walks off the 18th
green. Boom! is the sound he
makes as he hits the ground while
holding his chest. Sounds like a
heart attack to me.

VIctIm to the left side to allow
water to drain from the airway.
Continue mouth-to-mouth until
the victim becomes conscious or
until medical personnel arrive. If
you think the victim was involved
in a diving accident, proceed with
mouth-to-mouth but do not turn
the victim to his side because of a
possible spinal cord injury, and be
sure to brace the head and neck.

First step is to have the per-
son sit or lie in a comfortable
position and keep him or her
calm. Have medical personnel
contacted. If the victim is uncon-
scious, check the ABCs of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR). Open the airway and
check for breathing. If the victim
is not breathing, give two slow
rescue breaths and check for
pulse. If there is no pulse (circula-
tion), do 15 chest compressions
and continue alternating compres-
sions with two breaths. After four
cycles of compressions/breaths,

If the victim is unconscious,
begin mouth-to-mouth ventila-
tion even before the victim is
removed from the water. Once
you have reached land, continue
mouth-to-mouth. Next, turn the

throw something out to the victim
in hopes that the victim will grab
on so that you can then tow him
to land. If the victim can't grab
on, then-and only then-should
you attempt a swim rescue. A cou-
ple things to remember: Always
approach the victim from behind
and always wear a life vest. If the
victim is conscious during and
after the rescue, he should still be
brought to the hospital. The rea-
son for this is that the victim can
still aspirate fluids that can cause
complications that can last for
days or weeks.

• It can strike in the same place
twice.

• It is not always followed closely
by a clap of thunder.

• It hurts really, really bad.

• Lightning strike victims do not
hold an electrical charge.

• It can cause cardiac arrest, neu-
rological damage, spinal injury,
hysteria and a temporary loss of
memory. Wait, what did I just
write?

Always remember a few facts
about lightning:

Drowning
John forgets to set the park-

ing brake on the golf cart and

winds up in the pond with the golf
cart. Thus begins the panic that
can lead to drowning. Rescuer
safety is the most important ele-
ment in a drowning rescue. Always
try a land-water rescue first. The
simple little phrase "throw, tow
and then go" will help you remem-
ber this. The theory behind this
phrase is to protect the rescuers so
that they themselves do not
become drowning victims.

The natural instinct of a
drowning victim in panic mode is
to grab onto anything that comes
near them, especially another per-
son who may then become injured
or submerged. You want to first
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check for breathing and a pulse.
Continue uninterrupted until
advanced life support is available.
This is CPR in a nutshell. It is
advised that you take a formal
course in CPR before attempting
to administer it to son1eone.

Facts about CPR:
• CPR will only provide about

one-third the cardiac output
of a normal, healthy heart
at work.

• The purpose of CPR is
to supply oxygen to the brain.

• Never attempt CPR on
someone that doesn't need it.

(continued on page 20)
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Club Car's ambulance conversion
kit with stretcher.

(continued on page 32)

Finally
In summary, I am not a doc-

tor nor are you. The intention of
this article is to briefly educate
you on how to perform basic
medical procedures and to inform
you of the equipment available to
you. Training in any of these situ-
ations is a must before you
attempt to use any of these proce-
dures and equipment. ~k:I
Literature Cited and References:
Emewency Handbook: A First
Aid Manual For Home and
Travel. Peter Arnold with Edward
L. Pendagast) Jr.) M.D. Doubleday
and Co.) 1980.
The Heart Attack Survival
Manual: A Guide to Using
CPR in a Crisis.

Depending upon the accessi-
bility of your golf course, park or
sports field, you may also want to
purchase a medical utility vehicle.
Shown are the John Deere Gator
and a Club Car Carryall equipped
with ambulance conversion kits.
These vehicles can help you get a
good head start on bringing an
injured person to a place of safety.

John Deere Gator with Med-Bed.

Hughes Creek does plan to
purchase an AED this year, but for

It is recommended that every
public facility have an AED because
you can actually be sued for not
having one. The Good Samaritan
Act in Illinois protects from lawsuits
those businesses that have an AED
and certified personnel on site. The
common misconception everybody
has regarding an AED is the fear of
a lawsuit for shocking a person that
doesn't need it. Fact: The AED is
completely automated and will not
allow you to shock a person that
doesn't need it until instructed to
do so. Fact: You can't kill someone
that is already dead.

B(lSic Medical Procedures Vou Sl10uld Know (continued from page 19)

now, Dave Meyer has donated
$2,000 to the Elburn Police
Department towards the purchase
of an AED for the community.
Because police cars are always
moving, they usually get to a med-
ical emergency several minutes
before paramedics.

Automated external defibrillators (AEDs).

Available Equipment
Thanks to technology, you

no longer need to wait for a para-
medic to arrive on the scene with
a defibrillator. Automated external
defibrillators (AEDs) are about
the size of a lunch box and can be
stored anywhere. The AED on
which I was trained and certified
through a training program put
on by Fisher Safety, starts out at
about $3,000 and is the most
popular unit found in public areas
such as airports and hotels.
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Hcnry Micl1I1<l -)\i- Willllctka Golf Clul) (continued from page 6)

The site of the present 18 holes
was built in 1930, designed by
C.D. Wagstaff. William Langford
designed the existing nine-hole par
3 course in 1959, while in semi-
retirement. The par 3 course is still
original and has some interesting
green sites. It may be Langford's
last design. The site also contains
several playing fields and a unique
tennis facility donated by the A.C.
Nielsen family, as well as an ice
arena.

Winnetka Golf Club is con-
structed on a peat muck soil. Its
primary function is flood relief,
with its secondary purpose being
recreation. The Skokie Lagoon
and the golf course were built at
the same time. The whole topog-
raphy of the site does not change
more than one foot. Because of
this, drainage-both micro and
macro-is Henry's biggest chal-
lenge at the golf course. The par 3
course has gravity drainage, while
the 18-hole course is drained by
sump pumps. Henry has three
drainage lift stations that pump
from the drainage into his ponds.
Along with that are four pumps
that drain water from the property
at 5,000 GPM. During February
of 1997, they received 7" of rain
in 18 hours, which caused the
elaborate pumping system to
move 22 million gallons of water.
As Henry will state, proper moni-
toring of irrigation is critical,
especially on a site of this nature.
His pump house is the original

from 1930 and is still operational.

Henry and his excellent staff
continue to improve drainage on
an annual basis, while improving
other areas of the golf course.

,Recently they completed a half
mile of cart path work, installed
400' of a 36" culvert line and ren-
ovated the irrigation pond. One
item they are quite proud of is the
installation of drinking fountains
throughout the golf course. Along
with drainage, Henry's next area
targeted for improvement is to
enhance his fairway turf.

Henry also has enrolled Win-
netka Golf Club into the
Audubon program. The course
has a prolific purple martin colony
with 55-75 fledglings a year.
Henry's bluebird population has
also been picking up over the
years. Henry claims this is runover
from Don Cross over at Skokie
Country Club. Henry developed
his love for the outdoors growing
up one block away from the forest
preserve and Des Plaines River
and mowing lawns as a child.

Behind every good man,
stands a great woman, as Henry
would state. He has been married
to his wife, Lisa, for 11 years.
They have two wonderful chil-
dren, Kenny and Tony. Every
winter Henry builds a 30' by 50'
skating rink in his Mount Prospect
backyard for the family. For hob-
bies, he has two German

Shepherds to keep. him busy and a
restored 1968 Dodge Charger
R/T with a 440 engine.

The entire staff at Winnetka
Golf Club is looking forward to
hosting the June outing. It will be
a fun experience at a unique pub-
lic facility, which I am sure
everyone will enjoy. ~

B<lsic ?\lccIiC<l1 ... (continttedfrom page 20)

Rogers James Seymour. Englewood
Cliffs) NJ. Prentice Hall) Inc ..
1981.

Eme'lJency Medical Procedures For
the Home) Auto) and Workplace.
Revised in consultation w/ Elliott
C. Cohen) M.D.) FA.C.E.P. Chief,
Eme'lJency and Ambulatory
Services) Beverly Hospital) Beverly)
MA. Prentice Hall, 1980.
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